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New clean cutting CORTO F
CLAAS has been producing drum mowers for over 40 years and
were quick to recognise to increase output with the addition of a
front mower, the first of which, the WM31, was introduced 30 years
ago, during which time over 40,000 units have been manufactured.
Whilst the demand in the UK is mainly for disc mowers, there is still
a market for those with drums. To provide these users with some of
the advances that have been made in the DISCO front mower
range, CLAAS has introduced the CORTO 3200 F PROFIL which
has a working width of 3.20m.
The PROFIL kinematics system is centred around the principle that
to avoid scalping and an uneven cut, it should be the ground that
guides the mower and not the tractor.
To achieve this, the new CORTO 3200F PROFIL is designed so that the pivot point
is kept as low to the ground as possible in order to achieve optimum longitudinal and
lateral movement.
The mower can also be fitted with the optional CLAAS ACTIVE FLOAT hydropneumatic suspension system, which as the ground conditions vary enables the
operator to adjust the suspension and ground pressure from the cab.
The combination of the PROFIL kinematics and built in suspension systems
therefore provides three-dimensional adaptation to the ground undulations, enabling
the CORTO 3200F to accurately follow the ground contours, so leaving a clean
swath and even stubble for reduced crop contamination and fuel consumption.
Other features on the CORTO 3200F include the new FLEXGUARD collision
protection system on the side protection frames, which are mounted on springs. This
allows the frames to move sideways, so avoiding potential damage should an
obstacle be hit. Each of the drums is also fitted as standard with a quick blade
change system and a blade box is provided for spare blades.
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